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COMPONENT TWEETER
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CODE PEAK POWER
SG-TW10 200 WATTS

FUSION PRODUCT INFO
CODE GARMIN PN EAN-13 BARCODE GIFT BOX DIMENSIONS

SG-TW10 Not available Not available

KEY FEATURES

ADD ANOTHER DIMENSION TO YOUR MUSIC
Gone are the days where the on-board audio is compromised by 
engine noise! Experience crisp, clear high frequency audio like never 
before with the Signature Series tweeter. 

The Signature Series tweeter is designed to add quality high 
frequencies to your music, delivering another dimension to your on-
board entertainment. 

COMPACT PERFORMANCE
The compact Signature Series component tweeter delivers 
unparalleled high frequency audio, reproducing crystal clear high 
notes for a truly immersive music experience.

The Signature Series tweeter combines a 1” voice coil with a 
neodymium pot magnet system, hard dome tweeter and an 
impressive 200 watts peak power that work in unison to produce 
quality high frequencies in your music.

MODERN AESTHETICS
The tweeter’s modern aesthetics will fit in seamlessly with your 
audio entertainment system and complement your Signature Series 
speaker range on board.

THE PERFECT COMPLEMENT
Designed with the acoustics of the Signature Series speakers in 
mind, this component tweeter will enhance any audio entertainment 
system, but is optimized for the best audio reproduction when 
integrated with the Signature Series range. 

MULTIPLE INSTALLATION OPTIONS
The Signature Series tweeter is designed to provide convenience in 
installation. With both flush and surface mounting options, you can 
choose to install the tweeter where it is most suited, without needing 
to worry about cutouts if sufficient wall depth is not available.

IP65 WEATHERPROOF FRONT FACE
Rated IP65 for water and dust ingress protection, the Signature Series 
tweeter is designed to be installed where it is most convenient on 
board, without the worry of water or dust damage. 

This international IP65 rating makes it perfect for either indoor or 
outdoor installation in the marine environment

TRUE-MARINE™ PHILOSOPHY
Fusion’s True-Marine design philosophy stems from our experience confronting the harsh marine environment. 
By designing and engineering from the ground up specifically for real world boating applications, our customers 
are assured that the equipment they fit into their vessel will deliver quality entertainment season after season.



DIMENSIONS

SPECIFICATIONS
SG-TW10

PEAK POWER (WATTS) 200
RMS POWER RATING (WATTS) 50
EFFICIENCY (1W/1M) 89
FREQUENCY RESPONSE 2000-20 kHz
NOMINAL IMPEDANCE 4 ohm
VOICE COIL DIAMETER 1”
TWEETER TYPE Aluminium Dome
MOUNTING DIAMETER CLEARANCE 77mm (3”)
MOUNTING DEPTH CLEARANCE 28.4mm (1-1/8”)
SPEAKER DEPTH 25.4mm (1”)
WARRANTY 3 years


